
Understand faster.
Decide better.

Reporting 
Excellence 

Notation
system

Create consistent 

reports containing 

standard charts 

with just a few 

mouse clicks.

Template
library

Pixel-perfect 

diagrams instantly 

ready for use 

in reports and 

presentations.

Consistency in reporting

Bring consistency to the presentation of your facts and figures 

with hi-chart. The solution has a built-in standardised notation 

system. Being easy to use and close to the familiar working 

environment, it enjoys acceptance among professional users. 

You can design your reports with just a few mouse clicks. For 

individual charts, you simply drag Excel files onto a template. 

Existing reports update automatically. Integrations enable 

direct data transfer from back-office systems. 

Standards for better decisions

With hi-chart, you will establish consistent business 

communication throughout your organisation that can be 

understood by all. The uniform design of visualisations, such 

as diagrams or tables, enables managers to interpret the data 

quickly and correctly across departments, companies and 

even countries. The deployment of hi-chart makes successful 

communication into standard practice – for better decisions 

and successful business management.

Optimised for 
managers 

Settings are made 

using business 

administration terms 

such as, for instance, 

scenarios.

Integrates into 
your company

Incorporate 

your CI, connect 

pre-systems, and 

automate your 

report distribution.  
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Excellence 

You will find further information at: www.hi-chart.com

Advantages at a glance:

 available as an on-premises solution or in the cloud

 fully scalable – can be used by small businesses and major corporations alike

 integrates flexibly into existing environments and structures

 easy to use, high level of automation

 professional solution for standardised reporting with a built-in notation system

Standardisation step by step

Finding the most suitable chart can occasionally present 

even experienced report designers with challenges. That's 

why hi-chart comes with an extensive template library that 

you can fill with your own figures and adapt to your specific 

requirements. The library contains widely-used analyses, such 

as the P&L, cash flow statement or target-actual comparisons. 

You can use the right diagram as it stands or insert it into 

multi-page reports. With headings and comments, you can 

make it easier for your report users to understand complex 

charts. The integrated font sizing feature allows you to scale 

all your text and graphics at once. 

Made-to-measure reporting excellence

The hi-chart notation system contains almost 100 principles. 

You can choose whether to apply these as they stand or 

to customise them. For instance, you may wish to include 

corporate identity features, such as logos or your colour 

scheme. The publication of your reports will fit in with your 

existing structures too: the available output formats include 

PowerPoint presentations and PDF documents in print quality 

as well as dashboards with a drill-down function. The reports 

can be distributed to their designated users by email, by 

filing in a folder system, or by upload to the intranet or to 

SharePoint.

 


